
WRITING A LITERARY CRITICISM

As you read the work, ask yourself questions, such as: Why did the author write this? What is the theme or themes?
How is the style relevant to.

However, having a good plan you can make the process easier and more fun. An example of this can be
Superman comics as wells Boon and Mills novels which are fictional however they are not usually considered
as literature. It will be a celebration of writing strange things about poems and plays and novels and films and
whatever else. This kind of analysis focuses on the interrelationship of a particular work in context of
understanding the influences, inspiration and circumstances of the writer. Literature Criticism Online
Authoritative source of literary criticism, summarizing authors' lives and works. In turn, some students and
English faculty publish their work in academic literary criticism journals. By reading and discussing literature,
we expand our imagination, our sense of what is possible, and our ability to empathize with others. Next year,
I decidedâ€”agreed? I am also not putting on the list 1 essays that are too long or complicated for a good
second-year student to get a handle on in a week; 2 things that are primarily concerned with questions like
what is literature, or what is art, or what is aesthetic. Develop your main thesis statements You should
formulate a thesis and explain why your arguments have a great significance, how are they connected to the
ideas and thoughts of the author of the book or novel. Analysis of main ideas, plot; Theme reviewing;
Describing symbolism of the piece of literature; Structure, writing style. People may discuss their reactions to
literary works informally at coffee houses, book clubs, or the gym but the lion's share of literary criticism
takes place more formally: in college classrooms, professional journals, academic magazines, and Web sites.
Organization The format for literary critiques is fairly standard: State your claim s. Accordingly, many
"schools" or "theories of criticism" have emerged. You should also learn some information about the author, it
will help you to understand his intentions and thoughts better. Do you know how amazing he is? Marquez
keeps the identity of the very old man with enormous wings ambiguous to critique the villagers and, more
generally, organized religion for having a lack of faith to believe in miracles that do not comply with their
master narrative. What is unique or interesting about a character? The analysis is based on communal beliefs
since mythology is strongly derived from religious beliefs, anthropology, and cultural history. Seeks to
understand economic, social, and political influences on texts. Do any elements in the setting foreshadow the
conclusion of the piece? So I have decided instead to do something slightly different. An objective analysis
can also be referred to as statistical interpolation, objective mapping, or systematic probing into a subject and
is completely devoid of personal feelings and viewpoint. You should have enough material to be persuasive in
your conclusions. Objective Analysis An objective analysis makes uses the technique of independently
investigating a particular subject matter with reference to the existing facts, figures, events and background
information. Do gender roles create tension within the story? The course will be centered around two basic
questions: what is literary criticism, and why would anyone want to write or read it? Plot:What is the conflict?


